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Discrete Phonics Sessions

• Ch2, 3 and 4a Flashcards and Ch2 Uppercase
flashcards

• High Frequency Words
• Puppet Joe
• Tablets or smartboard (IWB)

• Whiteboards and pens/paper and pencils
• Highlighters
• Chapter 4a Set 5 Story Books
• Optional: Blending and Segmenting visual resources

Resources

Lesson 1 – Jade the spade

Recap – Recap Ch4a Set 4 sounds and HFWs 
Intro/Objective – Meet Jade the spade (see, sound, name, action, best fit) 
Whole Group – Song, Formation Animations with Rhymes, Story, HFWs

Independent:
IWB/tablet - Phonics Shed Game 
Whiteboard/workbook activities - a_e words 
Comprehension - Missing words

Resources: Jade the spade and Gail Saves the Day story books, Resources 1 to 8, 
Phonics Shed Game.

Lesson 2 – Pete the millipede

Recap – Recap previous sounds (focusing on split digraphs) and listening activity 
Intro/Objective – Meet Pete the millipede (see, sound, name, action)  
Whole Group – Song, Formation Animations with Rhymes, Story, HFWs

Independent:
IWB/tablet - Phonics Shed game  
Whiteboard/bookwork - Sorting words 
Comprehension - Spotting e_e words

Resources – Pete the Millipede and Meet these E’s story books, Resources 9 to 16, 
Phonics Shed Game.

Chapter 4a: Set 5 
Split Digraphs Week 1 a_e, e_e, i_e and o_e

Weekly Overview
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Intervention/Consolidation Suggestions: For Consolidation please see Chapter 3 Set 1 - Consolidation 
planning. For intervention work on previous sounds, please see Chapter 2 planning.

Guidance Documents: Lesson Sequencing Guidance, Chapter 3 Set 1 training videos and Chapter 3 
guidance documents

Assessment tracker: see website

What’s next? Chapter 4a Set 1 (Week 2): u_e 

Lesson 3 – Mike the kite

Recap – Recap sounds and HFWs 
Intro/Objective – To meet Mike the kite (see, sound, name, action) 
Whole Group – Song, Formation Animations with Rhymes, Story, HFWs

Independent:
IWB/tablet: Phonics Shed game  
Whiteboard/bookwork: Sorting i_e words 
Comprehension: Using i_e words

Resources: Mike the Kite and The Night Kite Flies story books, Resources 17 to 24, 
Phonics Shed Game

Lesson 4 – Hope the cone

Recap – Recap previous sounds and play Ch1 game 
Intro/Objective – Meet Hope the cone (see, sound, name, action) 
Whole Group – Song, Formation Animations with Rhymes, Story, HFWs

Independent:
IWB/tablet: Phonics Shed game  
Whiteboard/bookwork: Sorting o_e words 
Comprehension: Missing sounds

Resources: Hope the Cone and Road Hole Woes story books, Resources 25 to 
33, Phonics Shed Game, cones

Lesson 5 - Consolidation

Recap – Recap sounds and HFWs 
Intro/Objective – To recap split digraphs 
Whole Group – Songs, Formations Animations with Rhymes, Stories

Independent:
IWB/tablet: Using timers 
Whiteboard/bookwork: Sorting split digraphs 
Comprehension: Sentence work

Resources: Set 5 stories (not u_e) story books, Resources 34 to 42, timers



ICT

• Phonics Shed Games https://play.edshed.com/en-gb
• Find information about minibeasts online
• Use the minibeast classifying game
• Create a minibeast lifecycle
• Make a road safety poster
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Writing

• Write labels labelling minibeasts
• Use minibeast writing prompts
• Write lists for construction area
• Finger and pen mazes

Reading

• Book list
• Puzzle books (including mazes)

Small World

• Put soil in a tuff tray and put in toys bugs and nature 
accessories eg. rocks, dry leaves and twigs

• Make a small world garden area

Numeracy

• Make up a counting rhyme using small world bugs
• Make a minibeast matching pair’s game
• Explore symmetry making butterfly paintings
• Practice doubling and addition with ladybird spots

Construction

• Use foam and wooden blocks to make models of minibeasts

• Repeat model making with Duplo, Lego and stickle bricks

• Use cones and construction items to create a construction

environment

Role Play

• Make a creepy crawly garden
• Use mini beast costumes to dress up
• Use mini beast puppets and finger puppets for

imaginary play
• Dress up as builders

Sand

• Put the plastic bugs in the sand and place the
tweezers and bowl to try and capture the insects

• Dig with spades and other sand tools

Water

• Make water look like a pond by dying the water
with a bit of green food colouring

• Add pond accessories eg. stones, plastic plants
and pond insects

Craft

• Draw minibeasts using chalks and crayons
• Making and decorating clay ornaments
• Make minibeast masks
• Make a fly kite

Music

• Dance to minibeast music
• Move like minibeasts to music
• Sing insect songs eg. Incy Wincy Spider and Little

Miss Muffat

Outdoor

• Make a bug hotel
• Go on a minibeast hunt
• Explore minibeast’s habitats
• Planting things

Other/Notes

Other small group activities: Circle Time about caring for the environment, so animals do not come to any harm. 
Literacy As a class make fact cards about different minibeasts. 
Homework: Encourage children to make a fact file book about the minibeasts they have in their local area.

Continuous/Enhanced Provision Suggestions
Chapter 4a: Set 5 (Split Digraphs Week 1)
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Guidance Materials

Please recap the sound and action video for 
this lesson yourself before you begin to teach 
it. Please also see Lesson Sequencing and Ch2 
Guidance documents.

Important Note

Try to avoid words with ‘a’ and ‘e’ separated 
by one letter that do not may an /ay/ sound, 
for example ‘village’.

Introduction

“Today we are going to look at split digraphs, does 
anyone know what a split digraph is? A split digraph is 
a little different to a normal digraph, it is two letters that 
make one sound, but another sound sits between the two 
letters.”

• See: Show flashcard, “This is Jade the spade. Say hi
to Jade”, children and Joe wave. Show the children the
flash card a-e and recap that when the a and e are
separated with a letter in between them it make the /
ai/ sound.

• Sound: Demonstrate the sound the ‘a-e’ makes (/ai/
as in spade), remind children that two letters together
like this have one sound. Run Joe’s hand or your
finger over the letters on flashcard and repeat sound,
Children repeat sound. Show word cards containing
the split digraph a_e (Resource 1), so that children
can practice reading it in a word.

• Compare: “Do we know any other sounds that make
the /ai/ sound?” Recap ‘ai’ (Gail the snail) and ‘ay’ (Jay
the clay).

• Action: Do the action as you make the sound, you
can use puppet Joe to demonstrate the action first
(digging an imaginary hole with a pretend spade)
children repeat. “When we see Jade, we say hello by
doing this action” repeat action and sound, children
repeat.

• Best Fit: Introduce the rule. “The letter ‘e’ from ‘a_e’
split digraph is always the final letter in the word
(unless the word is a compound word made from two
words pushed together)”. Recap other best fir rules
for /ay/ sounds: ‘ai’ more often in the middle and ‘ay’
more often at the end too.

Recap

Recap Previous Sounds: Review all Ch4a sounds so far (add in any other sounds from previous chapters that the 
children struggle with) using flashcards. Try to encourage letter sound, name, and corresponding actions. 

High frequency words: Review all HFW already taught (Ch2, 3 and 4a). You may wish to leave out words that the 
children are fully secure with. Show the children these words and encourage them to read them without sounding out 
first, hide two cards behind your back and try to catch out the children by revealing them one at a time.

• Ch2, 3 and 4a Flashcards (Ch4a Set 1 to 4 and a_e)

• High frequency word cards (Ch2, 3 and 4a including Set 1

to 4 and made, came, make and have)

• Puppet Joe

• Jade the spade and Gail Saves the Day story books

• Resources 1 to 8

• Whiteboards and pens or workbooks

• Tablets or smartboard (IWB)

• Pencils

• Phonics Shed Game.

Resources

Chapter 3: Set 1 (Split Digraphs Week 1)

Lesson: One Lesson Focus: Jade the Spade
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Whole Group

• Song: Sing/Listen to the Jade the spade song once
and then ask the children to join in, you may need
to talk through the words too. The song will be
repeated at least twice. (Resource 2)

• Formation: “Jade has two special friends who help
to make the sound ‘a-e’ (two letters one sound is
called a digraph) can you tell me which characters
we need to use to make ‘a-e’. That’s correct Anna
the ant and Ellis the echidna (praise children for
remembering the characters/actions)” Children to
use finger in the air to form the letters.
 Ș Lowercase ‘a’ Formation Animation with Rhyme -

Anna - Around Anna’s head and down to her toes.
 Ș Lowercase ‘e’ Formation Animation with Rhyme- 

Ellis- From her beak, round her eye and down to 
tickle her toes.

• Story: Share Jade the spade’s story and ask
comprehension questions.

• HFW: Introduce ‘made’, ‘came’ and ‘make’ and ask
the children to spot the digraph. Introduce ‘have’
and point out that the split digraph makes a
different sound.

• Compare: As part of the plenary share the
comparison story Gail Saves the Day.

Lesson: One  
Lesson Focus: Jade the Spade

Independent Activities
Suggested Set up: 1 adult led and 1 independent activity.

Play a Phonics Shed game (https://play.edshed.com/en-gb)

IWB/tablet

Simplify – Fill in the split digraph word to complete the 
sentence (Resource 6)

Expect – Use the word bank to fill in the missing a_e 
split digraph words in the story (Resource 7)

Extend – Read Jade the spade’s story and answer 
the given comprehension questions about the story. 
(Resource 8)

Comprehension

Simplify – Look at the pictures and label the a_e word 
correctly (Resource 3)

Expect – Write captions for the pictures (Resource 4)

Extend – Write a short sentence to describe the pictures 
(Resource 5)

Whiteboard/book

Assessment

Grapheme Phoneme Correspondence – ‘a_e’ /ai/ and beginning to understand digraphs and best fit rules.

If the children found this lesson too difficult, try using the same lesson in the consolidation week tomorrow, 
rerunning this lesson with unused independent activities.

As this is the first lesson to cover split digraphs, children may need more time to get used to the structure of 
them and more opportunities for blending practice.

Further Teaching Points

• Small world play – tray with earth, gravel,
small pond, pot plants and scoops

• Decorating clay that they have shaped
• Making mazes

Mole Hill by Alex Latimer (2020) 
[ISBN: 0192772562]

Suggested Story

Plenary

Praise the children for their achievements this session and address any misconceptions.

Recap Jade the spade and other /ai/ sounds.

Read the comparison story Gail Saves the Day. Show the children the words and ask them to 
spot the /ai/ digraphs. Can they do the correct action for each /ai/ digraph?

“Today we met Jade the spade and tomorrow we will be meeting Pete the millipede” [unless 
consolidation lesson is needed then “Today we met Jade the spade tomorrow we will be doing 
some more work with this sound.”
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Set 5 Resources 
Split Digraphs Week 1 

Chapter 4a 
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Jade the spade 

cake 
name 
wave   
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Jade the spade's song: (to the tune of Pat a Cake) 
 

Jade the spade, Jade the spade clear the lane,  
Could not make a maze before you came. 
Now you’ve scraped it, we’ll tape it and try to escape, 
And race all around it until it gets late! 
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Match the words to the pictures. 
 

spade 

cake    

rake 

plane 

maze 
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Label the pictures with a_e words.  
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Write caption for pictures using a_e words. 
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Use the a_e words to complete the sentences.  
 

Joe digs with ________ the _________. 
 
We are drawing 2D ________ in maths. 
 
I want to ________ a lemon ________. 
 
We must ________ the corn ________. 
 
 

shapes maze cake bake escape Jade spade 
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Use the word bank to fill in the missing a_e words from the story.  
Extend: Use a highlighter to pick out any other a_e words. 
 
Anna the ant and Ellis the echidna ________ a ________ with dates and a lemon 

glaze. Anna and Ellis put cake on round ________. 

The pals went out of the garden ________ and ate it in the shade under a tree. 

Then, Anna and Ellis went down the ________ to make a ________. 

Joe helped them with ________ the ________ and a rake. 

Joe dug in the mud with the spade and made it flat with the ________. 
Anna put down tape to make a maze. 
Ellis got other pals. Can the pals escape? 

The pals play in the maze until it is ________. 
 
  gate cake late lane maze 

plates Jade bake rake spade 
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Answer the questions about the story. 
(Using a completed Resource 7 or the Jade the Spade book)  
 
What did Anna and Ellis sit near eat the cake?  
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
What did Anna, Ellis and Joe make down the lane?  
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
What tools did Joe bring to help? 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
What did Anna use to make the maze? 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
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